Abstract Vertical and horizontal distributions of diabatic heating in the West African monsoon (WAM) region as simulated by four model families are analyzed in order to assess the physical processes that affect the WAM circulation. For each model family, atmosphere-only runs of their CMIP5 configurations are compared with more recent configurations which are on the development path toward CMIP6. The various configurations of these models exhibit significant differences in their heating/moistening profiles, related to the different representation of physical processes such as boundary layer mixing, convection, large-scale condensation and radiative heating/cooling. There are also significant differences in the models' simulation of WAM rainfall patterns and circulations. The weaker the radiative cooling in the Saharan region, the larger the ascent in the rainband and the more intense the monsoon flow, while the latitude of the rainband is related to heating in the Gulf of Guinea region and on the northern side of the Saharan heat low. Overall, this work illustrates the difficulty experienced by current climate models in representing the characteristics of monsoon systems, but also that we can still use them to understand the interactions between local subgrid physical processes and the WAM circulation. Moreover, our conclusions regarding the relationship between errors in the large-scale circulation of the WAM and the structure of the heating by small-scale processes will motivate future studies and model development.
Introduction
Monsoon systems represent the dominant variation in the climate of the tropics with profound local, regional, and global impacts. Over half of the world's population, mostly in developing countries, lives under the influence of monsoon-dominated climates. The West African monsoon (WAM) has been the focus of a considerable volume of research over the past decade. Projects such as the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis programme (AMMA) [see Redelsperger et al., 2006] have improved our understanding of key WAM features [Lafore et al., , 2011 . However, many of the current generation of climate models struggle to capture the major features of the WAM climatology and variability [e.g., Hourdin et al., 2010; Roehrig et al., 2013] . Roehrig et al. [2013] carried out a process-oriented analysis of the WAM in the Fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) set of multimodel simulations. Significant errors in the WAM simulation were highlighted by that study, including the cloud radiative effects and the overall radiative budget. However, those authors also pointed that it remains difficult to draw conclusions on the causes of model deficiencies among a large set of simulations without sensitivity experiments.
In the tropics, the diabatic heating is the main source of energy that drives the atmospheric circulation. The tropical region receives two-thirds of the global rainfall, and the associated latent heat release forms the dominant part of the diabatic heating. The large-scale tropical circulation is found to be significantly influenced by the vertical distribution of the latent heat [e.g., Lau and Peng, 1987; Schumacher et al., 2004] . The circulation then feeds back on the diabatic heating through atmospheric instabilities. Nonlatent heating processes (such as surface sensible heating and radiation) also play an important role.
heating gradient between the Sahara and the Gulf of Guinea counteracts the advection of dry air from the north by the latent heating driven deep circulation converging in the monsoon rainband, thereby influencing the seasonal advance of the WAM. Poan et al. [2014] gave a first description of the diabatic heating and moistening associated with African Easterly Waves (AEWs) using reanalyses. They showed that the meridional distribution of diabatic heating and moistening varies considerably through the AEW life cycle and that the resulting modification of the meridional heating gradients induces changes in the WAM circulation. Peyrill e et al. [2016] used an idealized meridional-vertical numerical model forced by heating and moistening derived from reanalyses to demonstrate that advection by the shallow meridional circulation (SMC) between the rainband and the Sahara largely determines the location and extent of the WAM rainband, while the annual cycle and spatial pattern of rainfall are influenced by the processes contributing to convective heating and drying.
The studies mentioned above have provided insight into the processes acting within the WAM. However, while the spatial distribution of heating and moistening has been analyzed with reanalyses or within an idealized model, previous studies have not had the opportunity to examine the WAM using models from which the details of the different process contributions to the heating and moistening have been available. In the present study, for the first time, the individual contributions from physical parameterizations to the diabatic heating components and their horizontal and vertical distribution in the WAM region have been collected from four different model families: LMDZ models from the Laboratoire de M et eorologie Dynamique (LMD) of the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) Paris; ARPEGE-Climat models from the Centre National de Recherches M et eorologiques (CNRM) of M et eo-France and CNRS; MetUM from Met Office UK, and EC-Earth models from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), Sweden. Each of these modeling centers was a partner in the Earth system Model Bias Reduction and assessing Abrupt Climate ChangE (EMBRACE) project (under the European Commission's 7th Framework Programme), whose aim was to improve the representation of critical processes in climate and Earth System Models. For each model family, atmosphere-only runs of their CMIP5 configurations have been analyzed, along with more recent configurations which include both parameterization changes resulting from work done within the EMBRACE project and those ensuing from ongoing model development. Updates include changes to turbulent mixing, convective entrainment, convection closure and triggering, deep convection/large-scale partitioning, cloud schemes, aerosols, surface albedo, and surface hydrology.
The aim of our work is to use this set of model realizations to improve our understanding of the WAM system, the processes involved in it and how they are balanced with the WAM dynamics. The questions we wish to address with this study are:
1. What can we learn from this variety of realizations in terms of important processes that influence the WAM features/circulation? 2. How do different heating and moistening characteristics contribute to the differences between the model simulations of the WAM mean state? 3. Can the influence of changes within model families on the WAM circulation provide any guidance for future model development?
We analyze the WAM system as represented in the participating models and observations/reanalyses, and use the spread of their WAM representation to investigate the relationship between WAM key features (section 3).
In section 4, we analyze the distribution of the diabatic components across the meridional transect. Using a few hypotheses, we then derive in each model the circulation balancing the heating distribution and examine its consistency with the simulated circulation. The contributions to the total diabatic heating from the different physical parameterizations are then further assessed to gain insight in the understanding of model differences. In section 5, we investigate the relationships between key features of the WAM and different parts of the heating distribution, thereby providing insight into the physical processes which might be instrumental in the way forward for climate model improvements in the context of the WAM system. Section 6 summarizes the findings and provides motivation for further work using this unique data set; finally, our conclusions are presented in section 7.
Data and Methods

Model Configurations and Experiments
The models used are all atmosphere-only configurations. Each was run for a minimum of 10 years in a period representative of the present day (between 1979 and 2009), following the AMIP protocol proposed in
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CMIP5 [Taylor et al., 2012] , in particular regarding forcings for sea surface temperature and sea ice extent.
Monthly mean increments to temperature and moisture from each of the models' physical parameterizations were output and climatological means for each month were created. The model runs and naming conventions used in this paper are shown in Table 1 . Details of the different model configurations as used in CMIP5 are given in the supporting information Table S1 . Since CMIP5, changes have been made within each model family as part of on-going model development at each modeling center and stimulated by the EMBRACE project framework. Supporting information Table S2 shows the new (prototype) model configurations examined in our study. Significant differences from the previous configuration of each model are highlighted in bold, and further details on the major changes in each model family are given in the supporting information. It is important to note that none of these newer configurations represents a final model setup and further work will be required at each modeling center before the configurations are officially released for CMIP6. However, they are used in the present study in order to investigate the influence of significant diabatic heating changes on the monsoon simulations.
In subsequent sections, comparisons are made against reanalyses [ERA-Interim, Simmons et al., 2007; MERRA, Rienecker et al., 2011] , CERES-EBAF satellite radiances [Loeb et al., 2009] , and observed precipitation data sets [CMAP: Xie and Arkin, 1997; GPCP2: Huffman et al., 2001; TRMM-3B42: Huffman et al., 2007] .
Definitions of Diabatic Terms
Diabatic heating and drying, or the apparent heat source Q 1 and apparent moist sink Q 2 , were defined by Yanai et al. [1973] in their study of tropical cloud clusters. They used this approach to explain how the large amount of latent heat liberated in deep convection affects the heat and moisture budgets of the large-scale environment. The total diabatic heating, Q 1 , is the sum of latent heating, radiative heating, and turbulent mixing of heat. The total diabatic drying, Q 2 , is the sum of the net condensation and the vertical divergence of the vertical turbulent transport of moisture.
The diabatic heating associated with the monsoon precipitation represents an important forcing to the global atmospheric circulation. Several studies have concluded that a realistic vertical and horizontal distribution of heating is critical for accurate representation of tropical precipitation and its variability [e.g., Hoskins and Rodwell, 1995; Lin, 2009; Lappen and Schumacher, 2012; Stachnik et al., 2013] . The simulation of vertical and horizontal heating distributions by large-scale models is directly linked to the methods the models use to represent cloud and precipitation processes.
In models, the diabatic terms are each derived by summing the temperature and moisture increments from the different physical schemes. The moisture increments are then multiplied by the latent heat of condensation to derive the apparent heat source due to moisture sinks. The diabatic terms for the MERRA reanalyses are derived in the same way, but for ERA-Interim reanalyses, they are computed as residuals (''res'' superscript) of the 6 hourly energy and moisture budget [e.g., Poan et al., 2014] . By construction, budgets are closed, and any errors come from reanalysis and discretization errors.
In section 4.3, column-integrated budgets are considered for Q 1 , Q 2 , and Q 1 -Q 2 . These are denoted by hQ 1 i, hQ 2 i, and hQ 1 -Q 2 i. Their calculation method is described in Appendix C. Details on the calculation of w nd and w nd diab are given in Appendix A. The diagnostic circulation is based on the neglect of horizontal advections in the temperature equation (often called the Weak Temperature Gradient (WTG) approximations) and on the assumption of mass conservation in the (y, z) plane. The latter assumption is well verified over West Africa (see Appendix B), which shows that understanding the zonal mean structure of the WAM is a first order step to be achieved. The former works well mainly in the free troposphere.
A good agreement between w nd diab and w nd is expected within the deep tropics, where horizontal gradients of temperature are weak, but the situation is not straightforward over Africa since nonlinearity arising from synoptic transients is likely to play a crucial role in the WAM circulation [Poan et al., 2013] . In addition, disagreement between the two stream functions may indicate adjustments of the meridional circulation by three-dimensional effects, such as zonal divergence of mass [Peyrill e et al., 2016] .
3. Meridional Characteristics of the WAM Region 3.1. Basic Features of the WAM The WAM presents a strong zonal symmetry especially over West Africa due to the orientation of the coast at $58N nearly parallel to the Equator between 108W and 108E. This convenient property allows analysis of the mean meridional vertical cross section between the above longitudes and has been often used to evaluate models in the region [e.g., Hourdin et al., 2010; Roehrig et al., 2013] . Lafore et al. [2010] introduces the main features of the WAM, which will be extensively used in the discussion below:
1. The primary driving mechanism for the seasonal migration of the WAM over the continent is the evolution of the thermal contrast between the summer heating of African continent and spring cooling of the Gulf of Guinea through the Atlantic cold tongue [Sultan and Janicot, 2003; Caniaux et al., 2011] . On a broader scale, the radiative deficit in midlatitudes compared with the excess of moist static energy within the tropics drives the deep meridional circulation. 2. Latent heating in the monsoon rainband associated with convective processes thus drives a deep circulation and corresponding moisture convergence into the region of precipitation, while also inducing lowlevel dry air advection from the north. This region is defined as the ITCZ. 3. The SHL corresponds to a shallow but well-developed dry-convective atmospheric boundary layer. Heating by sensible heat fluxes and radiation is influenced here by the concentration and optical properties of aerosols and high-level clouds, as well as the Saharan surface albedo. In the free troposphere, radiative cooling prevails over the SHL associated with dry air and large-scale subsidence. 4. The SHL pressure minimum and the meridional gradient in surface sensible heat flux drives the convergence of two opposing low-level flows along the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity ITD: the northerly dry and hot flow (continental trade wind) and the southwesterly moist and cooler monsoon flow. This transports moisture at low levels far into the continent, promoting the northward migration of monsoon precipitation [Hagos and Zhang, 2010] . 5. The SMC is associated with subsiding air over the Gulf of Guinea, a shallow moist boundary layer and low-level moisture divergence. Meridional cross sections of the aforementioned quantities from the models and reanalyses/observations are shown in Figures 1-3 and discussed in the next section.
Climate Model Representation of Main WAM Features
The meridional distributions of rainfall (Figures 1a and 1b) illustrate the spread in the average position and intensity of the WAM rainband across the set of model simulations. In CNRM-AM5 and EC-Earth v2.3, the rainband is displaced northward. This is associated with high precipitable water for CNRM-AM5 and low precipitable water for EC-Earth v2.3 (Figure 1c ), highlighting different convective precipitation efficiency. The latitudinal distribution of rain is improved in CMIP6 prototypes, although the amount of rainfall in PreCNRM-AM6 is particularly excessive and that from ProtoGA7 is particularly small. The strength and position of the SHL varies between the models (as can be seen from the mean sea level pressure shown in Fig Variations in h at 925 hPa over the Gulf of Guinea (Figures 1g and 1h) are associated with variable amounts and heights of low-level cloud in this region. This is confirmed by the meridional distribution of radiation heating at the surface and top of atmosphere (TOA) shown in Figure 3 . Low-level clouds reflect SW radiation, reducing the net incoming SW at both the surface and the TOA in the full-sky fluxes compared with those from clear-sky only (dashed lines in Figure 3 ). Similarly, variations in h 925 and h 850 over the Sahara are associated with differences in radiative heating here: the presence of aerosols and the desert high surface albedo reduce the net incoming SW at TOA, while the high surface temperatures are associated with large outgoing LW fluxes. In the main rainband region (78N-128N), deep convective clouds reduce the net incoming SW and outgoing LW at the TOA, as well as decreasing the net incoming SW at the surface.
The models capture the first order of the observed radiative fluxes, although CNRM-AM5 stands out with excessive incoming SW at the TOA and weak incoming SW at the surface over the Sahara, and excessive incoming SW at the surface and TOA over the Gulf of Guinea. Over the latter region, CNRM-AM5 has almost the same values for clear-sky and full-sky, indicating a lack of stratocumulus clouds. In contrast, HadGEM2-A and LMDZ5B underestimate the total incoming SW in this region, suggesting too much low-level cloud cover. Almost all of the model configurations overestimate the outgoing LW at TOA in the WAM rainband, consistently with their systematic underestimate of the rainfall amount. CNRM-AM5 and EC-Earthv2.3 also underestimate the incoming SW at the surface in the rainband region and the Sahel, consistent with their northward displacement of the rainband. The improved representation cloud radiative effects between 08N and 108N in the LMDZ family of models comes both from the activation of the thermal plume model for dry and shallow convection and from the activation of a new statistical bi-Gaussian scheme to represent shallow clouds (see supporting information S1.3).
As mentioned above, PreCNRM-AM6 stands out as having excessive rainfall in the rainband compared with the other model configurations and the observations. This model configuration includes a Prognostic Condensate Microphysics Transport (PCMT) scheme (see supporting information S1.1) which alters the balance between large-scale and convective precipitation significantly. ProtoGA7 also includes a change to a prognostic cloud and condensate scheme (PC2; see supporting information S1.2), but in this case the amount of rainfall is reduced (Figures 1a and 1b ) and the PMSL gradient and the position of the rainband remain similar to that in HadGEM2-A; this may point to larger-scale feedbacks in this model which maintain the rainband at 108N. The decrease in rainfall north of 58N in LMDZ5B compared with LMDZ5A is due to the activation of a convective entrainment more sensitive to tropospheric humidity (see supporting information
Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2016MS000697 S1.3) and is associated with an increase of precipitable water, suggesting weaker precipitation efficiency by the modified convection scheme in this configuration. This change is enhanced in NPv4.12bis and NPv4.12.OR11 in which the parameter controlling maximum precipitation efficiency has been decreased. Latitudinal cross sections of surface fields in the WAM region (108W to 108E) in JJA, for the (left) CMIP5 configurations and (right) CMIP6 prototypes and from MERRA and ERA-I reanalyses and CMAP and GPCP2 observations. Precip: precipitation; Pw: precipitable water content; MSLP: mean sea level pressure; Theta: potential temperature (h). Note that precipitable water content was not available for EC-Earthv2.3.
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The change to the convection parameterization in NPv4.12bis is also associated with a southward shift of rainfall, which was already too far south in LMDZ5B (Figures 1a and 1b ). Precipitation is suppressed over the ocean, while precipitation along the coast is increased. This might be related to the activation of the thermal plume model in regions of strong inversion (such as over the Gulf of Guinea) in NPv4.12. In contrast, changes in the convection scheme in EC-Earthv3.1 CPB (see supporting information S1.4), which are mainly linked to convection onset timing over land areas (delayed and closer to observations in EC-Earthv3.1 CPB), do not significantly change the model response. However, these changes do lead to energy balance changes and have an impact on both regional (e.g., precipitation in the WAM rainband) and large-scale circulation features (a slight northward shift and strength decrease in AEJ).
It is clear from this discussion that changes to the models' representation of clouds and convection have a strong influence on their simulation of the WAM.
Relationships Between Key Features of the WAM
We now examine relationships between a few key features of the WAM system. Figure 4 shows scatterplots that indicate that the meridional potential temperature gradient between the Saharan and Gulf of Guinea region is clearly related to the ITD latitude, with a stronger temperature gradient promoting greater northward penetration of the low-level flow. There is a weaker, but still positive, relationship with the latitude of maximum rainfall in the rainband, while the relationship between the ITCZ peak and ITD latitudes itself is strong. These relationships are consistent with our understanding of the WAM system [e.g., Lafore et al., 2010] and Figure 4 illustrates that the models are able to capture them, albeit with considerable spread even between the values from reanalyses/observations. It should be noted that there is no direct pairing between the values from the two reanalyses and the two satellites observed rainfall estimates; therefore, the four cross pairings between these are shown in Figure 4 for reference only and their values are not included in the linear regressions. 
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Figure 3. Latitudinal cross sections of radiation components at top of atmosphere (TOA) and surface in JJA in the WAM region (108W to 108E) for the CMIP5 model configurations, the prototype-CMIP6 configurations and for CERES-EBAF satellite observations [Loeb et al., 2009] . Full (solid) and clear-sky only (dashed) are shown where available.
As discussed in the previous section, the notable effects on the WAM system of changes in the physical parameterizations between members of the same model family suggest more complex relationships between the WAM circulation, its rainfall distribution and the small-scale processes contributing to the overall energy and moisture budgets, consistently with the findings of Peyrill e et al. [2016] . In the next section, we investigate this further using the diabatic heating and moistening distributions from the models and reanalyses. Figure 5 illustrate how the vertical structures of heating (Q 1 ) and the effective heating due to drying (Q 2 ), averaged over the two groups of models and from the two reanalyses, evolve from the Gulf of Guinea to the Sahara desert. The pressure velocity (xÞ and meridional wind velocity are also shown in the figure.
ERA-Interim and MERRA reanalyses differ quite significantly in the details of the Q 1 ,Q 2 cross sections, illustrating the strong influence of the underlying model physics in determining such variables. However, they both indicate a sloping transition of the diabatic components northward, as the cooling/moistening from the monsoon flow is raised above the warming/drying near the surface in the Sahel and Saharan regions.
The maximum low-level drying occurs just south of the ITD (identified by the sign change (heavy black contour) of the meridional wind in Figure 5 , right plots). The shallow and deep circulations highlighted by Hagos and Zhang [2010] and Peyrill e et al. [2016] are highlighted with the meridional wind and the pressure velocity: a shallow layer of heating and moistening associated with low-level clouds topped by subsidence over the ocean is replaced by deeper heating/drying and ascent associated with deep convection in the WAM rainband (78N-128N). At low levels, the southerly flow proceeds northward until it converges with the northerly flow from the Sahara at the ITD ( Figure 5 , right). The Sahel region (128N-208N) is more stratified as boundary layers deepen and the midtroposphere dryness favors rainfall evaporation. The shallow circulation also continues to transport moisture northward while intense ascent occurs in the 1000-600 hPa layer.
Over the Sahara (208N-308N) , the dry convective heating in deep boundary layers dominates. The models capture the main picture of these Q 1 ,Q 2 distributions. They mainly differ in terms of strength and depth of the heating/drying in the rainband and in its latitudinal position (consistently with Figures 1a and 1b) . Note that the second maximum of ascent at 208N in MERRA and ERA-Interim is better represented in prototype-CMIP6 versions of GCMs.
The circulation in the meridional cross section, as balanced with Q 1 (w nd diab ), is shown with the zonal mean nondivergent stream function w nd in Figure 6 (see section 2.3 and Appendices A and B for details). Although somewhat circular in the sense that w nd diab is expected to be in equilibrium with the circulation in the deep tropics, it gives information on the relative contribution of the heating to the zonal mean stream function. Consistent with Figure 5 , their large-scale features agree quite well along the transect in the free troposphere, indicating that the large-scale nondivergent meridional circulation, i.e., the deep overturning cell in the ITCZ region (108N) and the shallow ascent (208N-258N) , mostly balances the diabatic heating distribution. The main departure between w nd diab and w nd occurs on the southern flank of the SHL (over 158N-258N).
The diabatic stream function places a further northward center of shallow circulation (minimum of w nd diab located at 208N, 800 hPa) compared to w nd which does not exhibit such a marked shallow circulation. This is consistent among reanalyses and models and shows that although turbulent heating is the main source of ascent over 158N-308N, it is counteracted by the effect of temperature gradients and transients such that the shallow ascent is placed further south. As expected, large meridional gradients of temperature prevail in the region making w nd diab a less accurate diagnostic. In also means that the 3-D dynamics associated with horizontal gradients of pressure/temperature helps to locate the SMC further to the south.
Regional Analysis of Diabatic Heating and Drying
In the following subsections, we consider the heating and drying profiles averaged over four regions ranging from the Gulf of Guinea to the Sahara and sampling the meridional distribution of Q 1 and Q 2 (Figure 7 for CMIP5 and Figure 8 for prototype-CMIP6 configurations). This approach highlights the balance of the processes contributing to total heating/drying, and how they have evolved between different members of a given model family.
Gulf of Guinea
The Gulf of Guinea region (58S to 38N) experiences low-level heating and net moistening associated with shallow convection and well-mixed stratocumulus-capped boundary layers (Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, and 8b) . The midlevels and upper levels are dominated by longwave radiative cooling. The clouds and boundary layer structure in this region in summer play an important role in the formation of the monsoon temperature gradient, through evaporative cooling of the ocean surface and the formation of clouds that are capped at low levels by subtropical subsidence. , negative values with dotted line) for the African monsoon region, derived by the residual method from MERRA, ERA-I, and averages over the prototype-CMIP6 and CMIP5 model simulations.
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The models and reanalyses demonstrate an overall consistent behavior in this region in terms of heating/ cooling profiles. The details of the moistening structure exhibit a larger spread, in both the intensity and altitude of its peak at the top of the boundary layer. The lack of low-level clouds in CNRM-AM5 is associated with weaker radiative cooling above the boundary layer. In PreCNRM-AM6, more active shallow convection increases cloud cover and associated cooling/moistening. In comparison with HadGEM2-A, ProtoGA7 has a deeper mixed layer and increased cooling/moistening at the boundary layer top, consistent with a shift from cloud issued from the large-scale scheme to cloud produced by the shallow convection scheme (see supporting information, S1.2). Moistening in the lower levels is reduced in LMDZ5B due to the addition of drying from the cold pool parameterization (see supporting information Table S1 and section S1.3). In contrast, the NPv4.12bis and NPv4.12.OR11 configurations have reduced stratocumulus and increased boundary layer depth over the Gulf of Guinea compared with LMDZ5B, consistent with the activation of a thermal plume model in all regions in the new configurations, which was disabled in regions of strong inversion in LMDZ5B (see supporting information S1.3 and Hourdin et al. [2013b] ).
The region of the Gulf of Guinea is thus mainly driven by low-cloud processes. Their overall effect in terms of heating/cooling is quite consistent across the models and reanalyses, the spread being driven by radiative processes. The spread in their moistening effect is large and probably has an impact on cloud cover and properties, and thus on the model spread in longwave radiative cooling. 
Journal of Advances in
WAM Rainband
The overall magnitude and vertical structure of deep convective heating and drying in the main rainy region (78N-128N) is determined by the balance between boundary layer mixing, shallow and deep 
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convection and large-scale cloud processes. As mentioned in section 4.1, the SMC is associated with lowlevel heating and moistening while the deep convection, large-scale cloud and precipitation processes combine to cool/moisten at the lower levels and heat/dry the free troposphere above. To first order, this structure is captured by the model simulations and reanalyses, but there is considerable spread, even between the two reanalysis data sets, particularly for Q 2 . 
The spread in the intensity of the heating and drying peaks in the free troposphere is mainly driven by the amount of precipitation (compare Figures 7c, 7d and 8c, 8d with Figures 1a and 1b) . The vertical structure of Q 1 is rather consistent among models, even though it varies significantly both in the low levels, where it highlights different boundary layers, and in the midtroposphere and upper-troposphere, emphasizing different ability of convection to deepen. No consensus can be found for the profile of Q 2 , underlying the requirements for better documenting and constraining its properties.
The passage from LMDZ5A to LMDZ5B and NPv4.12 highlights the impact of adding a shallow convection scheme (see supporting information Tables S1 and S2), which produces deeper boundary layers with more mixing and allows some cooling just above (Figure 9 ). The latter even dominates heating by deep convection. In the midtroposphere and more particularly the upper-troposphere, the modification of the mixing formulation between deep convection and its environment, which makes convection more sensitive to environmental dryness, yields a decrease of deep convective heating from LMDZ5A to LMDZ5B (also true over the Sahel). In the NPv4.12 configurations (Figure 9 , right), the stochastic triggering modifies the balance between shallow and deep convection, leading to less frequent activation of deep convection. As a result, the large-scale condensation/precipitation takes over, strongly impacting the ratio between largescale and convective precipitation (see supporting information Table S2 and section S1.3).
In PreCNRM-AM6, the balance between large-scale condensation and convection is also radically modified compared to CNRM-AM5, but also to most of the other models (Figure 10 ). While the convective scheme is Figure 9 . Q 1 and Q 2 components from different diabatic heating sources in the WAM rainband region (108W-108E, 78N-128N) from LMDZ5A, LMDZ5B and NPv4.12.OR11.
very active, producing considerable rain and cloud water, it detrains in the dry environment a large part of it, which is then largely evaporated before reaching the ground (see the large-scale cloud contribution in Figure  10 ). It remains unclear how this balance between convective and large-scale latent heating, with different shape and timescale, might impact the WAM circulation. Similar changes are also seen between ProtoGA7 and HadGEM2-A (not shown) although in this case, the total heating is slightly reduced as the changes in the cloud and microphysics schemes add more cooling at mid-levels and less heating at upper levels.
Overall, the spread across models in this region is related mostly to differences in the representation of convection, clouds, and precipitation, including the relative balance between shallow and deep convection. This is explored further in section 4.3.
Sahel Region
Moving northward (128N to 208N) , the deep precipitating convection is gradually replaced by dry convective mixing. At low levels, there is heating/drying associated with turbulent eddies, topped by a cooling/ moistening layer associated with convective downdrafts. In the free troposphere, there are contributions from both radiative cooling and convective/stratiform heating, with the overall average profile depending, in part, on the location of the main rainband relative to our chosen averaging region.
The Sahel profiles in Figures 7e, 7f and 8e, 8f show some spread in this complex structure, particularly in the amount of low-level heating/drying and in the vertical extent of moistening above this. The low-level drying and midlevel moistening are largest in ProtoGA7, which, among many other changes, includes a representation of forced shallow cumulus clouds within boundary layer capping inversions (see supporting information S1.2). This increases the occurrence of shallow convection in the Sahel region. Similarly, in LMDZ5B, the inclusion of a thermal plume model and a cold pool parameterization, along with modifications to the deep convective triggering and closure, were shown in case studies to improve the diurnal cycle of both shallow and deep convection over the Sahel region [Couvreux et al., 2015] (see supporting information S1.3). This configuration also shows increased heating/drying at low levels and cooling/moistening above (Figures 7e  and 7f ). The NPv4.12 configurations from LMD show further increases in low-level heating/drying as the 
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rainband is shifted south out of the averaging region. The change to the ORCHIDEE11 scheme in NPv4.12.OR11 is associated with an additional increase in the near-surface heating and drying.
In CNRM-AM5, where the rainband is further north than in the other model simulations, the contribution from deep convection to the regionally averaged profile is larger (Figures 7e and 7f) . Although the rainband is shifted southward in PreCNRM-AM6, the changes to the convection and large-scale cloud schemes (see section 4.2.2 and supplementary information S1.1) are associated with increased heating in the free troposphere and increased moistening at midlevels. In contrast, a southward shift in the rainband in EC-Earthv3.1 Ctrl and CPB reduces the contribution from deep convection to the free tropospheric heating.
Overall, in a similar manner to the rainband region, the spread across models in this region is related mostly to differences in the representation of convection, clouds and precipitation, including the relative balance between shallow and deep convection. In addition, the representation of surface exchange and dry convective mixing start to become important in this transition region.
Saharan Region
The Saharan region (208N to 308N) is dominated by dry convective mixing, with heating/drying at low levels and cooling/moistening above, plus longwave radiative cooling and shortwave heating throughout the troposphere. This overall structure is demonstrated by the model simulations and reanalyses ( Figures 7g, 7h and 8g, 8h), although there is some variation in the near-surface heating and drying, as well as in the vertical extent of the dry convective mixing and the balance of SW and LW heating/cooling.
The heating and drying extends to greater depth in ProtoGA7 compared with HadGEM2-A. The cooling at around 500 hPa in Figures 7g and 8g indicates the presence of cloud in this region which extends slightly deeper in ProtoGA7 than in HadGEM2-A. The individual heating increments (not shown) suggest more absorption and reradiation by aerosols there, with increases in both SW heating and LW cooling; the latter adds to the extra longwave cooling from cloud to produce an overall increase in cooling.
Similarly, in PreCNRM-AM6 the heating and drying extends to a slightly greater depth than in CNRM-AM5 and the excessive total heating at lower levels in CNRM-AM5 is reduced. Examination of the individual heating components shows that shortwave heating is reduced in the midlower troposphere below about 500 hPa and longwave cooling decreases in line with this ( Figure 11 ). This is related both to an increased surface albedo over the Sahara and to changes in the aerosol (particularly dust) optical properties in this configuration, whereby shortwave absorption by dust is reduced while longwave absorption by dust is slightly increased. Boundary layer heating increases and there is also a notable contribution from large-scale cloud and convection in this region in PreCNRM-AM6 which was not present in CNRM-AM5 and which is associated with the additional cooling/moistening at around 650 hPa.
In LMDZ5B and NPv4.12 configurations, the inclusion of the thermal plume model is associated with deeper dry convective mixing than in LMDZ5A, while the change to the ORCHIDEE11 scheme in NPv4.12.OR11 increases the near-surface heating and drying (Figures 7g and 7h) .
Overall, the spread across models in this region is related mostly to differences in the representation of aerosols and clouds (affecting the radiative heating), surface exchange and boundary layer mixing in the dry convective layer.
Using Bulk Budgets of Temperature, Humidity, and MSE to Synthesize Model Behavior
The analysis in the previous subsections illustrates that, while the models represent well the overall distribution of Q 1 and Q 2 in the WAM region, they may result from a very different balances of processes depending on the specific model. Here we attempt to synthesize the results to shed light on these different balances by comparing vertically integrated heating hQ 1 i and drying hQ 2 i from the different diabatic sources (Figures 12  and 13 ) as well as the diabatic tendencies of column-integrated MSE given by hQ 1 -Q 2 i (Figure 14) . See Appendix C for details of the calculation of these integrals. It should be noted that different model configurations may not partition the heating/drying from part of the physics in exactly the same way, so that direct comparison between the models is not possible. Nevertheless, this analysis provides some insight into how the individual model configurations achieve their total heating and drying in each region, which can be further investigated in future individual model studies.
We see that, over the Gulf of Guinea, radiative cooling is a prevailing component of hQ 1 i, partly offset by boundary layer and convective heating in all models and either cooling/heating, from large-scale cloud
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depending on the model assumptions ( Figure 12 ). hQ 2 i in this region is dominated by moistening from boundary layer mixing, which shows the region is a moisture source for the WAM. A striking feature is the relative consistency among models on the sign, intensity and leading contribution of hQ 1 i and hQ 2 i, showing that from an energetic point of view, the GCMs perform well in the Gulf of Guinea. As mentioned in the previous section, it is more difficult to converge toward a common vertical profile of heating/drying due to the representation of stratocumulus clouds. From a moist static energy perspective (Figure 14) , hQ 1 -Q 2 i (MSE) shows a sink of energy of $50 W m 22 by radiative cooling quasi-balanced by surface evaporation. It is noticeable that there is a good agreement among models on the intensity of the surface latent heat fluxes while radiative cooling shows a larger spread.
In the WAM rainband, net radiative cooling is balanced by deep convection and to a lesser extent by PBL heating. Depending on model parameterization philosophy, large-scale condensation or evaporation occurs, contributing to or balancing the convective heating ( Figure 12 ). The leading contribution to hQ 2 i is the convective drying balanced by surface evaporation. Although specific contributions from convection, turbulence, and radiation vary among models, the overall balance is a net heating/drying, showing the key contribution of deep convection. hQ 1 -Q 2 i shows the same kind of equilibrium as over the Gulf of Guinea except the result is a net gain of column MSE largely due to the moistening by surface latent heat fluxes.
The Sahel region shows a transition toward a drier regime in which the balance is the same as for the WAM with the exception that surface sensible heat fluxes now have a greater contribution. This is exemplified in Figure 14 with a large contribution from sensible heating that compensates radiative cooling. All models still agree on the sign of hQ 1 -Q 2 i which shows an increase of column MSE in the region but with a large spread.
The Sahara shows a balance between radiative cooling and surface heating. Note that these two terms are large and the net hQ 1 i mainly results from their difference, thus showing no common agreement among models. Although the SHL is dominated by dry processes, presumably easier to represent, it is the region where the GCM shows the higher spread and disagreement even on the sign of hQ 1 i. This may have implications for the representation of the monsoon circulation since the meridional gradient of energy is a key 
driver of meridional overturning. hQ 1 -Q 2 i shows that humidity is a weak contributor to the column MSE, although the sign of surface evaporation varies with the model.
Linking the Basic Features of the WAM to Diabatic Heating
The analysis in section 3.3 showed how the meridional temperature gradient between the Saharan and Gulf of Guinea region is moderately related to the ITD and ITCZ latitudes, which themselves are strongly correlated. Here we investigate the relationship between the diabatic heating and the WAM circulation by correlating various regionally averaged quantities with the zonal mean (108W to 108E) cross sections of Figure 12 . Vertically integrated Q 1 and the contributions from different physical processes, for the four key areas (W m 22 ). Contributions from: radiation (red), large-scale condensation (blue), convection (orange), boundary layer mixing (green). Note the variation in scale of the vertical axes. Note also that partitioning by each model configuration within these broad definitions may not be exactly the same; therefore, these results are for overview purposes only.
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total heating Q 1 and its radiative component Q R from the ensemble of model simulations and reanalyses ( Figure 15 ). This quantifies how much the intensity of a specific feature of the WAM is correlated with the diabatic heating at some (latitude, altitude) in the meridional WAM transect. Regions with high correlation thus underline a significant link between Q 1 and/or Q R and the considered WAM feature, assuming the set of different models provides different realizations of the WAM. The same analysis performed for the diabatic drying Q 2 is not shown, as it provides very similar results to Q 1 .
The ITCZ ascent intensity (negative pressure velocity) is highly correlated with the diabatic heating (and drying, not shown) within the ITCZ (Figure 15a , correlation coefficient >0.7) above 800 hPa, as expected since the Figure 13 . Vertically integrated Q 2 and the contributions from different physical processes, for the four key areas (W m 22 ). Contributions from: large-scale condensation (blue), convection (orange), boundary layer mixing (green). Note the variation in scale of the vertical axes. Note also that partitioning by each model configuration within these broad definitions may not be exactly the same; therefore, these results are for overview purposes only.
vertical advection mostly balances the heating in the deep convective area. More surprising is the large area of high correlation at upper level (above 600 hPa) over Sahara and North Sahel. Intuitively a stronger cooling over the SHL could be associated to a more intense subsidence and by continuity to a stronger ITCZ ascent. The resulting correlations suggest the opposite behavior: a weaker cooling (higher Q 1 ) over the Sahara is linked to an increased ITCZ ascent (negative pressure velocity). As a significant high correlation with Q R (Figure 15b ) is found on the edges and at the top of the large area of high correlation with Q 1 (Figure 15a ), it may reflect that a stronger ITCZ induces a larger region of convective activity associated with clouds at midlevels and upper levels which reduces the atmospheric cooling. A too strong (weak) ascent in the ITCZ is thus linked to a too weak (intense) cooling over the SHL free troposphere. Q R might be a leading process to explore in GCMs. ). Contributions from: radiation (red), surface latent heat fluxes (blue), sensible heat fluxes (green). Note that partitioning by each model configuration within these broad definitions may not be exactly the same; therefore, these results are for overview purposes only.
The intensity of the monsoon flow (defined as the average of the meridional wind over 78N-128N, 925-850 hPa) is correlated with the low-level heating over the Sahel, around 108N-208N , following the northward deepening of the boundary layer (Figure 15c ). This most likely reflects the interaction between the monsoon flow and the boundary layer mixing. The monsoon flow intensity also correlates with the Q 1 above the Figure 15 . Meridional cross section of intermodel correlation between Q 1 (left), Q R (right) and (a and b) the average pressure velocity within the WAM region (78N-128N , 600-300 hPa), (c and d) the averaged monsoon meridional wind within the WAM region (78N-128N, 925-850 hPa) , (e and f) the rainband peak latitude, and (g and h) the ITD latitude. Areas of significant correlation at 0.95 using a Student's t test are dotted.
Sahara at upper levels (above 400 hPa) partly due to less cooling as suggested by Q R (Figure 15d) . A key result here is that the stronger the ITCZ ascent and the stronger the large-scale monsoon circulation, the weaker the radiative cooling over the Sahara.
The latitudinal location of the ITCZ is correlated with heating (and drying, not shown) at midlevels over the Gulf of Guinea (58S to 38N; Figure 15e ) and (perhaps inevitably) with the amount of heating/drying on the northern side of the rainband itself. In particular, the rainband is further north when the radiative cooling over the ocean in the free troposphere is weaker. On the northern side of the ITCZ (208N), there is a dipole of significant correlations in the low levels that might be the signature of the PBL tendencies. In good agreement with previous results [Peyrill e et al., 2016; Thorncroft et al., 2011] , a more intense PBL mixing, standing for a more intense SHL, is associated with a further north ITCZ location. The correlation structure with Q R (Figure 15d ) exhibits a large area of positive correlation over the continent, deepening from the coast (58N) to Sahara up to 600 hPa corresponding to SHL depth. A stronger radiative heating over the Sahel and Sahara favors the northward penetration of the ITCZ. Near the tropopause the negative correlation is seen to be partly due to the radiative component.
The ITD latitude correlates (Figure 15g ) with the diabatic heating (and drying, not shown) throughout the troposphere over the rainband region, and above 600 hPa over the Sahel and the Sahara. This correlation pattern resembles the one for the ITCZ ascent intensity (Figure 15a ), suggesting that a stronger ITCZ is associated to a further north SMC. On the contrary, the correlation pattern with Q R is quite different with a large positive area in the upper part of the heat low, suggesting that the ITD shifts northward when the radiative cooling is weaker. The chain of processes is complex and different explanations can be given, such as the role of aerosols and clouds at the top of this deep boundary layer . Further studies are needed, but the large changes noted from CNRM-AM5 to PreCNRM-AM6 are consistent with the above analysis. Indeed, major changes relative to albedo and aerosols properties have been made for the CNRM model, resulting in a decrease of Q R in the SHL (Figures 11a and 11b ) which is associated with a southward shift of both ITD and ITCZ in the prototype-CMIP6 version. In the rainband region (78N-128N) , the positive correlation within the 800-600 hPa layer shows that the heating from cloud and precipitation processes are linked to a further north position of the ITD. There, again, the chain of processes is complex and will deserve more investigation.
The present diagnostic multimodel analysis emphasizes the complexity of the WAM system. The local and remote influence of the diabatic heating along a meridional transect going from 108S to 408N on the properties of the WAM has been documented here at the monthly scale, providing some interesting hypotheses to be tested in a numerical framework. In particular, the relationship between heating over the Saharan free troposphere and the WAM features appears an original result and deserves more investigation.
Discussion
As indicated by several past studies [e.g., Roehrig et al., 2013; Hourdin et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2010] , the representation of the climatological features of the WAM in a climate model is not straightforward. As an emergent phenomenon, the simulation of a monsoon system requires the correct representation of the many physical processes involved (radiative heating, turbulent mixing, convective transport of heat, moisture and momentum, microphysical phase changes and associated latent heating, dynamical transports, and frictional effects), all occurring on a range of times and space scales, in order that the correct mean features emerge. Variations in the representation of such processes between models, even between members of the same model family, make drawing clear conclusions about the role of the different physical parameterizations and dynamical cores on simulation of the mean monsoon extremely difficult.
However, the results of our study do highlight various interesting aspects which may warrant further study. We find that weaker net cooling in the Saharan region (which is related to aerosol properties, surface albedo, and the amount of cloud) promotes larger ascent in the ITCZ, a more intense monsoon flow and an ITD that is further north. However, despite a strong relationship between the ITCZ and ITD latitudes, the areas where they correlate with Q 1 are different. It appears that the ITCZ position is related to radiative cooling over the Gulf of Guinea, with more cooling promoting a more southward ITCZ position. The ITD location is also strongly related to heating and drying in the WAM ITCZ region, while the intensity of the SMC is also related to the boundary layer mixing and shallow convection over the Sahel.
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It should be noted that these relationships are only analyzed at the monthly time scale, and thus might be nuanced when considering the submonthly time scale. However, our analysis of the contributions to the Q 1 and Q 2 distributions from different physical processes, in models which represent these processes in different ways, improves our understanding of the WAM system and leads us to the following general conclusions which may be helpful for future model development:
1. The move toward integrated cloud and convection schemes (such as in alters the balance of large-scale and convective clouds and rainfall and is associated with large-scale shifts in the rainband. 2. Shallow convection plays an important role in cooling and moistening the lower levels in the WAM region (improved by the thermal plume model and bi-Gaussian cloud scheme in LMDZ5B as well as the PCMT scheme in PreCNRM-AM6). 3. Radiative forcing over the Sahara, which is related to the concentration and type of aerosols, the representation of clouds, and surface albedo, influences the northward progression of the rainband (improved in both PreCNRM-AM6 and ProtoGA7) and the ITD. 4. Improving the representation of the boundary layer and stratocumulus clouds over the Gulf of Guinea (e.g., in the MetUM, CNRM, and LMD families through various changes to the boundary layer and convection schemes) contributes to better representation of the temperature and moisture gradients associated with the monsoon flow.
As noted in section 4.1, it is hard to draw causal relationships between changes in Q 1 and changes in the circulation. Part of the problem lies in interaction between the two, which cannot be addressed using a diagnostic methodology and climatological fields, because interactions and feedbacks are taking place at shorter timescales. A paper by Chadwick et al. [2017] applies different aspects of the diabatic heating distributions, from the different models and in the four key regions identified above, to an idealized dry dynamical core, in order to shed light on their influence on the monsoon circulation. The question of how the GCM circulation biases can be decomposed by processes contributing to Q 1 is being addressed using a twodimensional dry simple model and will be reported on in a future paper.
As noted at the start of this paper, none of these newer configurations represents a final model setup and further work will be required at each modeling center before the configurations are officially released. Further work will be needed at the individual modeling centers, using detailed comparisons and possibly further sensitivity tests between members of the same model family, in order to draw firmer conclusions from these experiments which could then be applied in other model configurations.
Conclusions
We have analyzed the diabatic heating distributions and the WAM characteristics in atmosphere-only simulations from four model families whose original configurations were used in CMIP5. Significant model development has been carried out within each model family in preparation for CMIP6. Although these prototype configurations are far from finalized, they provide both a range of realizations of the WAM system and insight into the contributions to the diabatic components from different physical processes. This has allowed us to analyze relationships between the physical processes and the WAM circulation which both improve our understanding of the WAM and have potential implications for influencing the direction of future model development.
We find that the northward extent of the WAM rainband is related to the vertical structure of both heating and moistening processes in the monsoon rainband as well as the meridional gradients related to the strength of the SHL and the subtropical high pressure region over the Gulf of Guinea. Radiative heating and cooling, convection, cloud and precipitation processes, and boundary layer mixing play important, but differing, roles in different parts of the meridional transect. Improvements to the representation of aerosols, additions to boundary layer and shallow convection schemes such as a thermal plume model, the representation of cold pools and forced shallow cumulus clouds, and the move toward integrated cloud and convection schemes, all contribute to the representation of this complex system in current GCMs. It is notable that the results from some of the prototype-CMIP6 configurations (in particular, PreCNRM-AM6) differ as much from their CMIP5 ''parents'' as they do from one another. This illustrates the substantial impact of new physical parameterization development on the simulation of important phenomena such as the WAM.
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Although we have so far only analyzed the monthly climatologies of these diabatic components, timevarying monthly data are also available which could shed light on interannual variability and teleconnections. In addition, increments to the horizontal winds from the relevant parameterizations were also saved from the model runs. These represent the apparent momentum source, Q 3 , defined in Redelsperger and Lafore [1994] . Future work could also include analysis of submonthly diabatic heating variations in order to investigate their role in the WAM onset and in intraseasonal variability such as African easterly waves and their coupling with convective rainfall, following the work of Poan et al. [2014] .
For the first time, the diabatic heating components from different models, and their horizontal and vertical distribution in the WAM region, are presented and compared, with the added benefit of being able to make comparisons between different members of the same model family, allowing some traceability between configurations. Although further, more detailed, comparisons are required, this unique data set will provide model developers with insight into the complex relationship between diabatic processes and circulation in this key tropical region.
Appendix A: Diagnostic of a Diabatic Stream Function
Starting from the potential temperature equation given below:
where r is Earth's radius, / is latitude, k is longitude, c p is specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and P is the reduced Exner pressure, a diagnostic vertical velocity can be determined as made by Hoppe et al. [2016] , assuming the temporal derivative is negligible at seasonal time scale. This leads to:
where res is a residual due to sampling errors and budget approximations.
x h results from the contribution from the total heating and horizontal advection of temperature. Here we only consider the diabatic stream function linked to Q 1 so that we neglect the horizontal derivative. This is equivalent to the Weak Temperature Gradient assumption (WTG) [Sobel and Bretherton, 2000] with a zero adjustment time since we consider monthly data. The obtained pressure velocity x diab is given simply by:
To be consistent with assumptions made in the WTG approach, which does not apply in the boundary layer, a linear decrease of x diab toward zero is applied below a constant boundary layer height, fixed here to 800 hPa [see Daleu et al., 2016 for details] . Note that different nominal PBL heights have been tested for the computation of x diab (from P pbl 5 925 to 750 hPa); the results are rather insensitive to that choice. Note also that separate contributions from zonal and meridional advection could be computed but are beyond the scope of the study.
It is not expected for x diab to perfectly capture the omega pattern over the (308S-408N) since meridional gradients temperature are significant in the vicinity of the SHL and submonthly transients may also alter the vertical velocity. The estimate of x diab provides a simple view of the vertical velocity associated with the heating that can be modified by the horizontal dynamics (if meridional gradients of temperature are significant) or not. Figure A1 shows the pressure velocity together with the ''diabatic'' pressure velocity. For all CMIP5 and prototype-CMIP6 versions of models or reanalysis, the deep ascent associated with deep convection is well depicted by the assumption. The large-scale subsidence over the ocean is also reproduced even though the location of the maximum subsidence is not really well located. However, the extent of the subsidence area and the general pattern is well handled by the diagnosed pressure velocity. The features of x diab between 108N and 258N are less reliable as meridional gradients of temperature are significant there. Subsidence is found just north of the ITCZ for each model, corresponding to the downdraft cooling described in section 3.
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The shallow ascent associated with the SHL is placed more to the north, where the PBL heating is the greater which indicates that the observed ascent within the SHL is also driven by meridional gradient of temperature/pressure. Above it, the prevailing subsidence over the Sahara is well reproduced by x diab too.
The monsoon circulation is analyzed using the zonal mean mass stream function, w defined by:
v k; /; p 0 ð Þ dp 0
where a is the Earth's radius, g the acceleration due to gravity, v is the meridional wind and the overbar denotes a 108W-108E zonal average. Here equation (1) is integrated over atmospheric pressure levels (p) from top to bottom assuming zero mass transport at 50 hPa [e.g., Trenberth et al. 2000] . Usually, this stream function is used for the global zonal average, for which the zonal divergence term vanishes, and describes accurately the meridional-vertical circulation. It is, however, an interesting synthetic variable also for regional purposes, with the restriction that integrating the meridional wind to derive w does not give an accurate estimate of the true meridional-vertical circulation since the meridional wind is not fully nondivergent in the meridional-vertical [see Peyrill e et al., 2016]. , negative contours dotted), for JJA, in the two reanalyses and averaged over the CMIP5 and prototype-CMIP6 model simulations.
To allow a proper use of equation (1) 
The pressure velocities x and x diab can be used together with equation (2) to determine the corresponding nondivergent winds v nd and v nd diab , which can then be introduced in equation (1) Figure B1 displays the (108W-108E) zonal mean meridional wind v compared with the nondivergent wind in the meridional-vertical plane, v nd . Note that (v nd ; x ) satisfies mass continuity in that plane. Peyrill e et al.
[2016] used NCEP2 data for the same calculation. They found that the WAM structure is well-depicted by v nd except that West Africa is characterized by a domain-averaged large-scale subsidence and that the , contours at same interval as color scale, negative contours dotted), for JJA, in the two reanalyses and averaged over the CMIP5 and prototype-CMIP6 model simulations.
monsoon flow is overestimated. This calculation has been made for each model and reanalysis. For ERAInterim and MERRA, the general pattern of the meridional circulation found with v nd is in good agreement with v . Consistent with Peyrill e et al. [2016] , there is too strong a monsoon flow when determined by v nd and a too intense southern branch of the deep meridional circulation. Note that an overestimate of the northern branch of the regional Hadley cell is found in both reanalysis but with a good location of the upper level divergence (v50).
In the CMIP5 and prototype-CMIP6 models, the general pattern of the meridional wind matches between the two variables, especially in the lower troposphere where the transition from the monsoon flow to the Harmattan is well located. As analyzed by Peyrill e et al. [2016] , the nondivergent wind tends to overestimate the monsoon flow and locates the maximum wind too far to the north (5-7 m s 21 for v nd versus 3-4 m s 21 for v). The return flow at 700 hPa is rather well captured, though overestimated. In the upper troposphere, the poleward winds are overestimated in the vicinity of the upper level divergence (108N) showing a not large enough meridional cell in both CMIP5 and prototype-CMIP6 versions. In summary, the general structure of the 108W-108E averaged meridional wind is well captured by v nd . This work was funded by the European Commission's 7th Framework Programme, under grant 282672, EMBRACE project. The authors acknowledge the contribution of F. Cheruy to the improvement of the soil model and the preparation of the LMDZ NPv4.12 simulations. The source codes for the new configurations of the models used in this study are not freely available as each represents a prototype configuration. However, comprehensive documentation is given in the supporting information and any further details can be obtained from the authors. The data used are archived and curated at the Met Office and can be obtained for research purposes from gill.martin@ metoffice.gov.uk.
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